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Abstract

Background Adverse local tissue reactions (ALTRs)

triggered by corrosion products from modular taper junc-

tions are a known cause of premature THA failure.

CoCrMo devices are of particular concern because cobalt

ions and chromium-orthophosphates were shown to be

linked to ALTRs, even in metal-on-polyethylene THAs.

The most common categories of CoCrMo alloy are cast and

wrought alloy, which exhibit fundamental microstructural

differences in terms of grain size and hard phases. The

impact of implant alloy microstructure on the occurring

modes of corrosion and subsequent metal ion release is not

well understood.

Questions/purposes The purpose of this study was to

determine whether (1) the microstructure of cast CoCrMo

alloy varies broadly between manufacturers and can dictate

specific corrosion modes; and whether (2) the microstruc-

ture of wrought CoCrMo alloy is more consistent between

manufacturers and has low implications on the alloy’s

corrosion behavior.

Methods The alloy microstructure of four femoral-stem

and three femoral-head designs from four manufacturers

was metallographically and electrochemically character-

ized. Three stem designs were made from cast alloy; all

three head designs and one stem design were made from
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wrought alloy. Alloy samples were sectioned from

retrieved components and then polished and etched to

visualize grain structure and hard phases such as carbides

(eg, M23C6) or intermetallic phases (eg, r phase). Poten-

tiodynamic polarization (PDP) tests were conducted to

determine the corrosion potential (Ecorr), corrosion current

density (Icorr), and pitting potential (Epit) for each alloy.

Four devices were tested within each group, and each

measurement was repeated three times to ensure repeat-

able results. Differences in PDP metrics between

manufacturers and between alloys with different hard

phase contents were compared using one-way analysis of

variance and independent-sample t-tests. Microstructural

features such as twin boundaries and slip bands as well as

corrosion damage features were viewed and qualitatively

assessed in a scanning electron microscope.

Results We found broad variability in implant alloy

microstructure for both cast and wrought alloy between

manufacturers, but also within the same implant design. In

cast alloys, there was no difference in PDP metrics between

manufacturers. However, coarse hard phases and clusters

of hard phases (mainly intermetallic phases) were associ-

ated with severe phase boundary corrosion and pitting

corrosion. Furthermore, cast alloys with hard phases had a

lower Epit than those without (0.46 V, SD 0.042; 0.53 V,

SD 0.03, respectively; p = 0.015). Wrought alloys exhib-

ited either no hard phases or numerous carbides (M23C6).

However, the corrosion behavior was mainly affected by

lattice defects and banded structures indicative of segre-

gations that appear to be introduced during bar stock

manufacturing. Alloys with banding had a lower Ecorr (p =

0.008) and higher Icorr (p = 0.028) than alloys without

banding (�0.76 V, SD 0.003; �0.73 V, SD 0.009; and 1.14

9 10�4 mA/cm2, SD 1.47 9 10�5; 5.2 9 10�5 mA/cm2,

SD 2.57 9 10�5, respectively). Alloys with carbides had a

slightly higher Ecorr (p = 0.046) than those without (�0.755

V, SD 0.005; �0.761 V, SD 0.004); however, alloys with

carbides exhibited more severe corrosion damage as a

result of phase boundary corrosion, hard phase detachment,

and subsequent local crevice corrosion.

Conclusions The observed variability in CoCrMo alloy

microstructure of both cast and wrought components in this

study appears to be an important issue to address, perhaps

through better standards, to minimize in vivo corrosion.

The finding of the banded structures within wrought alloys

is especially concerning because it unfavorably influences

the corrosion behavior independent of the manufacturer.

The findings suggest that a homogeneous alloy

microstructure with a minimal hard phase fraction exhibits

more favorable corrosion behavior within the in vivo

environment of modular taper junctions, thus lowering

metal ion release and subsequently the risk of ALTRs to

corrosion products. Also, the question arises if hard phases

fulfill a useful purpose in metal-on-polyethylene bearings,

because they may come with a higher risk of phase

boundary corrosion and pitting corrosion and the benefit

they provide by adding strength is not needed (unlike in

metal-on-metal bearings).

Clinical Relevance Implant failure resulting from corro-

sion processeswithinmodular junctions is amajor concern in

THA.Our results suggest that implant alloymicrostructure is

not sufficiently standardized and may also dictate specific

corrosion modes and subsequent metal ion release.

Introduction

The release of corrosion products from modular taper

junctions in THAs has been a longstanding subject of

research in the orthopaedic research community

[7, 10, 14, 22]. Recently, awareness of the possibly detri-

mental consequences of adverse local tissue reactions

(ALTRs) to corrosion products has increased [35, 40, 50].

Initially, concern was mainly targeted on metal-on-metal

devices; however, several studies have shown that ALTRs

can also occur in metal-on-polyethylene and even ceramic-

on-polyethylene bearings [11, 29, 45] in which there was

corrosion of the modular junction. Of greatest concern are

corrosion products generated from CoCrMo alloy, where it

has been shown that cobalt can be especially detrimental at

elevated concentrations [8, 27]. Histopathologically,

ALTRs are often associated with the accumulation of

lymphocytes in the presence of chromium phosphate par-

ticles [18, 22], yet the concept of modularity and the use of

CoCrMo alloys bear considerable advantages. Modularity

provides the surgeon with valuable flexibility during sur-

gery. CoCrMo alloys bear a lower risk of fatigue fracture

than titanium alloy alternatives [38]. It is also important to

note that most implants perform well clinically. For

example, our own retrieval analysis of[300 implants has

shown that 85% of CoCrMo stem and head tapers exhibited

none to minimal visual evidence of corrosion at an average

time in vivo of 5 years, whereas only 6% exhibited severe

corrosion [20]. However, considering the large number of

THAs implanted per year [26], the rising incidence of

ALTR-related premature implant failures [35, 40, 50], and

the devastating disability that patients with ALTRs can be

afflicted with, it is important to better understand the cor-

rosion pathways to determine appropriate countermeasures.

The damage mode occurring within modular junctions

has been most commonly described as mechanically

assisted crevice corrosion (MACC) [17]. However, implant

retrieval analysis has revealed many underlying damage

modes. The most commonly studied damage mode is

fretting corrosion, where damage is initiated by micromo-

tion, leading to passive film disruption and subsequent
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tribocorrosive processes [7, 13]. Other damage modes such

as etching, pitting, grain, and phase boundary corrosion

also occur frequently (Fig. 1A–C), but have not been given

as much attention [14, 20, 22]. Recently, other damage

pathways such as proximal-distal running etched troughs

on head taper surfaces (column damage; Fig. 1D)

[10, 20, 25], imprinting of the stem topography into the

head taper surface [5, 48], and cell-induced corrosion

processes [16, 20] have also been described.

There are two common CoCrMo alloy types: cast

(ASTM F75) [2] and wrought (ASTM F1537) [3] alloy.

Both materials are used for THAs. Although the chemical

composition and mechanical properties of both cast and

wrought alloys are standardized, the implant alloy

microstructure is not constrained by any standard and can

vary broadly in terms of grain size, hard phase types and

size as well as hard phase volume fraction. Especially for

cast alloy, the microstructure is highly dependent on the

manufacturing process, subsequent type of heat treatment,

and implant geometry [6, 36, 49], whereas wrought alloy is

more homogeneous as a result of thermomechanical proc-

essing of the bar stock material [4, 30]. It is important to

note that some damage modes—such as etching, grain, and

phase boundary—appear to be inherently linked to implant

microstructure [19, 20, 39].

Therefore, it was the purpose of this study to determine

whether (1) the microstructure of cast CoCrMo alloy varies

broadly between manufacturers and can dictate specific

corrosion modes; and whether (2) the microstructure of

wrought CoCrMo alloy is more consistent between man-

ufacturers and has low implications on the alloy’s

corrosion behavior.

Fig. 1A–D SEM micrographs of frequently in vivo occurring

damage modes on surgically retrieved stem (A–B) and head tapers

(C–D). (A) Pitting corrosion is caused by a local chemical imbalance

and is characterized by round pits. Here it is shown on a cast alloy

stem, but it can also occur on wrought alloy. (B) Intergranular

corrosion occurs most dominantly on cast alloy and is characterized

by complete dissolution of the grain boundaries followed by local

crevice corrosion. (C) Etching is a more uniform corrosion process of

entire grains, where the dissolution rate depends on crystal orienta-

tion, residual stresses, and lattice defects. Etching occurs on both cast

and wrought alloys but is more prominently visible on wrought

alloy—as shown here—resulting from the smaller grain size and twin

density. (D) Column damage occurs only in wrought alloy femoral

heads and is characterized by long column-like troughs running

perpendicular to the initial taper topography in the proximal-distal

direction.
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Materials and Methods

For this study, only CoCrMo components from modular

metal-on-polyethylene THAs were included. In total, 209

femoral stems and 776 femoral heads were available from

an institutional review board-approved implant repository.

All stems and heads had 12/14-type tapers. Damage caused

to the taper surfaces in vivo was scored using a modified

Goldberg score with combined corrosion and fretting score

[17]. The damage was scored from least to most severe as

minimal (1), mild (2), moderate (3), or severe (4). Two

observers scored the surfaces (RMU, DJH). In the case of

disagreement in scores between the two observers, the

observers discussed and came to a consensus on the score.

The reliability of this method has recently been demon-

strated [21]. For the corrosion tests, stems of four different

THA designs made by four different manufacturers were

chosen. In alphabetical order, the manufacturers were

DePuy Synthes, Solutions (Warsaw, IN, USA), Smith &

Nephew, Echelon (Memphis, TN, USA), Stryker, Definition

(Kalamazoo, MI, USA), and Zimmer Biomet, VerSys

Beaded Fullcoat (Warsaw, IN, USA). All femoral stems

were made from cast CoCrMo alloy (Table 1) except for

one that was made from wrought alloy (Table 2). Eight

femoral stems were primary components and six were

revision components. Twelve femoral stems were implan-

ted as cementless components and two were fixed using

cement. Three different femoral heads made by different

manufacturers (DePuy Synthes, Stryker, and Zimmer Bio-

met) were also tested (Table 2). All heads were made from

wrought CoCrMo alloy. The samples will be referred to as

stem alloy 1–4 (SA 1–4) and head alloy 1–3 (HA 1–3). In

this study, we are not identifying the manufacturer of

Table 2. Overview of wrought alloy samples*

Implant design Sample number Time in situ Head size Taper type Damage score Column damage Alloy type Banded structure

(months) (mm)

HA-1 HA-1-1 122.1 28 12/14 1 N 2 N

HA-1-2 29.8 36 12/14 4 N 2 N

HA-1-3 16.7 32 12/14 4 N 1 Y

HA-1-4 176.8 32 12/14 4 Y 2 Y

HA-2 HA-2-1 31.4 36 12/14 4 Y 1 Y

HA-2-2 53.9 36 12/14 3 N 1 Y

HA-2-3 84 36 12/14 1 N 2 Y

HA-2-4 77 32 12/14 4 Y 2 Y

HA-3 HA-3-1 1.1 32 12/14 4 Y 2 Y

HA-3-2 83.1 32 12/14 4 Y 2 Y

HA-3-3 24.5 32 12/14 4 Y 1 Y

HA-3-4 60.8 40 12/14 1 N 1 Y

HA-3-5 98.9 28 12/14 1 N 1 Y

SA-4 SA-4-1 111.3 – 12/14 3 N 2 N

SA-4-2 NA – 12/14 4 N 2 N

* Alloys came from three head designs and one stem design made by three different manufacturers (HA-1, HA-2, HA-3, and SA-4); there were

four components for HA-1 and HA-2, five components for HA-3, and two components for SA-4; the damage score was a modified Goldberg

score [12]; alloy type refers to alloys with a hard phase volume fraction of\1% (Type 1) or 1% to 5% (Type 2); N = no; Y = yes; NA = not

available.

Table 1. Overview of cast alloy samples*

Implant

design

Sample

number

Time

in situ

Taper

type

Damage

score

Alloy

type

(months)

SA-1 SA-1-1 127.6 12/14 1 1

SA-1-2 48.5 12/14 3 2

SA-1-3 49.5 12/14 4 1

SA-1-4 83.1 12/14 4 1

SA-2 SA-2-1 11.6 12/14 1 2

SA-2-2 1.0 12/14 1 2

SA-2-3 5.9 12/14 1 2

SA-2-4 89.9 12/14 3 2

SA-3 SA-3-1 37.7 12/14 1 2

SA-3-2 112.5 12/14 1 2

SA-3-3 122.1 12/14 3 1

SA-3-4 129.9 12/14 2 2

* Alloys came from three stem designs made by three different

manufacturers (SA-1, SA-2, and SA-3); there were four components

per design (eg, SA-1-1, SA-1-2, etc); the damage score was a mod-

ified Goldberg score [12]; alloy type refers to alloys with a hard phase

volume fraction of\ 1% (Type 1) or 1%–5% (Type 2).
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specific samples because of the small number of compo-

nents analyzed. There were at least four components for

each implant design. For each implant type, at least one

component with minimal to mild corrosion damage and one

with moderate to severe corrosion damage were included.

The only exception was SA-4 for which only two compo-

nents were available that had moderate and severe corrosion

damage. For the metallographic evaluation and corrosion

tests, stem samples were sectioned perpendicular (trans-

verse) to the taper axis and distally from the stem taper

(Fig. 2A). Head-taper samples were sectioned from the bulk

material of the head in the longitudinal direction parallel to

the head-taper axis (Fig. 2B) using a cutoff saw with

abrasive wheels. Alloy samples were embedded in two

ways: (1) in epoxy for metallographic evaluation; and (2) in

a conductive epoxy resin for corrosion tests. Samples were

ground (320 grit) and polished sequentially with 9-, 3-, and

1-lm diamond suspension to generate a new surface with no

prior exposure to the in vivo environment. The resulting

average roughness was Ra\0.03 lm. Metal alloys in most

technical applications are polycrystalline, which means that

they consist of multiple crystals, or grains, with different

crystal orientations. The average diameter of the crystals—

known as grain size—can vary broadly depending on the

thermal and mechanical treatment of the alloy. Metallo-

graphic etching was performed to visualize the grain

structure of the alloy samples. An etchant composed of

50 mL HCl, 50 mL water, and 4 g potassium-bisulfate was

chosen [42]. For an optimal etching process, the alloy

samples were immersed into the etchant for up to 40 sec-

onds. After the etching process, the grain structure was

observed using a light or scanning electron microscope.

Besides the evaluation of the grain size, light microscopic

images of etched samples may reveal any inhomogeneity of

the alloy’s microstructure such as banding. Also, other

microstructural features such as slip bands (parallel, step-

like features indicative of local deformation and lattice

defects) or twin boundaries (parallel lines within grains,

common in austenitic alloys) were observed. Another

important microstructural feature in CoCrMo alloys is hard

phases. Hard phases are second phases embedded within the

solid solution matrix of CoCrMo alloy and are harder than

the matrix itself [28]. Such hard phases can either be car-

bides or intermetallic phases. Carbides consist of a metal in

combination with carbon and can occur in different modi-

fications such as M23C6, M7C3, and M6C (M = metal,

typically chromium or molybdenum in CoCrMo alloy)

[24, 28, 37, 42]. Intermetallic phases consist of different

combinations of typically two metals (eg, CrxCox, CoxMox)

and are not dissolved within the solid solution. The presence

of silicon typically enhances the formation of intermetallic

phases. In CoCrMo alloy, intermetallic phases such as r-
and l-phase have been shown to occur [24, 37, 46]. For the

evaluation of the hard phase volume fraction, polished alloy

samples were etched for 10 seconds in a solution of 43 g

potassium manganate and 22.5 g potassium hydroxide in

200 mL of distilled water. This etching procedure resulted

in dark staining of hard phases, which were then analyzed

with a light microscope at 9 500. Here, only two types of

alloys were distinguished: Type 1 had little to no hard

phases (\ 1%), and Type 2 had an obvious hard phase

volume fraction of 1%–5%. The etched images were eval-

uated by two observers (RP, JE). Corrosion tests were

performed in a corrosion cell with a standard three-elec-

trode setup with a graphite counterelectrode and a saturated

calomel electrode (SCE) as a reference electrode (Fig. 2C).

The alloy sample was mounted in a way that only the alloy

itself was exposed to the testing fluid. An O-ring ensured

that a constant surface area of 0.38 cm2 was exposed to the

testing fluid, whereas the conductive resin was isolated and

Fig. 2A–C Sectioned stem (A)
and head (B) illustrating the

alloy sampling location for cor-

rosion tests; (C) schematic of

the setup for the cyclic PDP

tests.
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not exposed to the fluid. A sequence of standard electro-

chemical tests was performed including a cathodic sweep,

the open circuit potential, and cyclic potentiodynamic

polarization (PDP) (�0.8 to 1.8 V versus SCE, scan rate of 2

mV/s) [32, 33]. All tests were conducted at 37� C in sim-

ulated joint fluid (newborn calf serum, Tris-buffered) with a

protein concentration of 30 g/L. From the polarization

curves, the corrosion potential (Ecorr), the corrosion current

density (Icorr), and the pitting potential (Epit) were estimated

by using Tafel’s slope method (Fig. 3) [34]. The Epit was

determined from the cathodic scan of the potential loop.

Ecorr is indicative of the corrosion tendency, Icorr is a mea-

sure of the corrosion rate, and Epit is indicative of the alloy’s

pitting behavior (Table 3). All alloy samples were tested in

triplicate. For a single implant, the results showed repeat-

able results for all metrics. Differences in Ecorr, Icorr, and

Epit, between alloys of different categories (cast, wrought),

from different manufacturers, or with different

microstructural features were tested with one-way analysis

of variance and independent-sample t-tests. After the cor-

rosion tests, samples were viewed in a scanning electron

microscope (SEM) (JSM-6490LV; JEOL, Peabody, MA,

USA) to visualize damage patterns and how they relate to

microstructural features. Chemical composition of hard

phases was analyzed using energy dispersive x-ray spec-

troscopy (EDS) and in some cases imaged with the back-

scattered electron mode (BSE) in the SEM. It is important to

note that PDP tests do not simulate the exact electrochem-

ical conditions that occur in vivo. Its primary function is to

determine the basic corrosion behavior of an alloy within a

specific testing fluid. However, as a result of the nature of

the test, electrochemically induced damage features will

occur [33], which can be indicative of specific corrosion

modes.

Results

Within the cast alloy samples, the smallest grain size range

was found in stem design SA-1 with 200–500 lm followed

by SA-2 with 0.3–1 mm and SA-3 with 0.5–1.5 mm

(Fig. 4). Grain size could be visualized through etching;

however, the clearest visualization of microstructural fea-

tures was achieved during the corrosion tests resulting from

the common occurrence of grain boundary corrosion in all

alloys (Fig. 4). After cyclic polarization (PDP tests), SA-1

often exhibited areas covered with chromium oxide films

(Fig. 5A). In most cases, there were very few pits and little

evidence of hard phases within the alloy microstructure

(Fig. 5B). Only in one case (SA-1-4) were clusters of fine

hard phases observed. SA-2 exhibited mostly clusters of

fine hard phases, which were rich in Mo and Si (Appendix

1 [Supplemental materials are available with the online

version of CORR1.]) and were either round or elongated in

shape. Such hard phase clusters were strongly associated

with pitting (Fig. 5C). In three cases, there were also coarse

mixed hard phases located on the grain boundaries con-

sisting of at least two different hard phases, which were

most likely intermetallic as a result of the lack of carbon

(Fig. 5D; Appendix 1). Such hard phases were usually

surrounded by deep trenches caused by phase boundary

corrosion and appeared in some cases to have completely

Table 3. Explanation of metrics derived from cyclic potentiodynamic polarization (PDP) curves (Fig. 3)*

PDP metric Symbol Unit Explanation

Corrosion potential Ecorr V (versus SCE) Measure of an alloy’s overall corrosion tendency;

under equal conditions, a higher Ecorr indicates a lower corrosion tendency

Corrosion current density Icorr mA/cm2 Measure of an alloy’s corrosion rate; under equal

conditions, a higher Icorr is directly related to a higher metal ion release rate

Pitting potential Epit V (versus SCE) The pitting potential is an indicator of an alloy’s receptivity for pitting corrosion;

under equal conditions, a higher Epit indicates better protection of pitting corrosion

* Ecorr and Epit are measured relative to the reference electrode (saturated calomel electrode [SCE]).

Fig. 3 Example PDP curves from two different alloys (SA-1-1 and

SA-2-1). Here the two alloys have similar E-corr and Icorr but a

distinctively different Epit.
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detached leaving fine round or elongated pits (Fig. 5E) and

broad shallow pits along the grain boundaries (Fig. 5F).

SA-3 was the most inconsistent alloy. It appeared to have a

varying concentration of coarse hard phases located within

a large grain, and one case exhibited no hard phases at all.

When present, hard phases appeared to be carbidic as

evidenced by a strong EDS carbon signal with some Mo-

and Si-rich areas (Fig. 5G). These coarse hard phases were

usually surrounded by numerous finer phases (\ 500 nm)

(Fig. 5H), which were associated with severe pitting

leading to patches of marked corrosion within the grains

(Figs. 4C, 5G; Appendix 1). With respect to the PDP

metrics, the mean Ecorr was �0.751 V (SD 0.005; 95%

confidence interval [CI], �0.759 to �0.742), �0.755 V

(SD 0.004; 95% CI, �0.762 to �0.748), and �0.755 V (SD

0.005; 95% CI, �0.763 to �0.748) for SA-1, SA-2, and

SA-3, respectively. The Icorr and Epit values were 7.46 9

10�4 mA/cm2 (SD 1.37 9 10�4; 95% CI, 5.28 9 10�4 to

9.64 9 10�4), 3.56 9 10�4 mA/cm2 (SD 2.73 9 10�4; 95%

CI, 0–7.90 9 10�4), and 6.24 9 10�4 mA/cm2 (SD 4.69 9

10�4; 95% CI, 0–1.37 9 10�4) and 0.505 V (SD 0.035;

95% CI, 0.45–0.561), 0.469 V (SD 0.027; 95% CI, 0.425–

0.512), and 0.486 V (SD 0.08; 95% CI, 0.359–0.613),

respectively (Table 4). There was no difference in Ecorr (p

= 0.41), Icorr (p = 0.27), or Epit (p = 0.63) among the three

manufacturers with the numbers available (Fig. 6). There

was considerable variability within corrosion current den-

sity and pitting potential for some alloys, especially

regarding the corrosion current for SA-2 and SA-3 and the

pitting potential of SA-3, which also exhibited a variation

in hard phase content. For further comparison, all samples

were regrouped by the presence or absence of hard phases

independent of the manufacturer. Alloys without hard

phases that were visible under the SEM or with only

minimal amounts of single randomly distributed hard

phases were categorized as Type 1 cast alloy, and those

with a prominent occurrence of any type and size of hard

phases were categorized as Type 2 cast alloy (Table 1).

The Ecorr and Icorr were �0.751 V (SD 0.005; 95% CI,

�0.759 to �0.741) and �0.756 V (SD 0.004; 95% CI,

�0.759 to �0.753) (Fig. 7A) and 5.99 9 10�4 mA/cm2

(SD 3.61 9 10�4; 95% CI, 2.48 9 10�5 to 1.17 9 10�3)

and 5.64 9 10�4 mA/cm2 (SD 3.51 9 10�4; 95% CI, 2.70

9 10�4 to 8.57 9 10�4) (Fig. 7B) for Types 1 and 2,

respectively. There was no difference in Ecorr (p = 0.13) or

Icorr (p = 0.88) between alloy types (Fig. 7). However,

Type 1 alloy had a higher (p = 0.015) Epit (0.533 V, SD

0.03 V; 95% CI, 0.486–0.58) than Type 2 alloy (0.464 V,

SD 0.042; 95% CI, 0.429–0.499) (Fig. 7C). Type 2 cast

alloy was further distinguished into three subtypes: Type

2a had some areas with fine hard phase clusters, Type 2b

had mixed hard phases along the grain boundaries with fine

hard phase clusters, and Type 2c had coarse hard phases

surrounded by fine hard phase clusters within the grains.

With regard to Epit, Types 2b (0.452 V, SD 0.05; 95% CI,

0.378–0.527) and 2c (0.455 V, SD 0.03; 95% CI, 0.202–

0.708) had a lower Epit (p = 0.028, p = 0.038, respectively)

than Type 1, whereas Type 2a exhibited no difference (p =

0.27) with the available sample size (Fig. 7D). There was

also no difference in taper score (p = 0.78, Mann-Whitney

U) between head tapers with Type 1 (median, 2.0; range,

1–4) or Type 2 (median, 1.5; range 1–4) cast alloy

microstructure.

The light microscopic analysis of the head wrought

alloys further revealed that all but two samples (HA-1-1,

HA-1-2) exhibited a banded structure in the longitudinal

direction parallel to the taper axis (Fig. 8), whereas sam-

ples prepared in the transverse direction had no such

pattern (Table 2). In the transverse direction, samples with

longitudinal banding would also exhibit residual dendritic

features that remained from the initial cast process of the

alloy (Fig. 8B). The two available samples of SA-4, pre-

pared perpendicular to the stem taper axis, did not exhibit

the banded pattern. All head alloys exhibited a comparable

Fig. 4A–C All alloys exhibited intergranular corrosion after corro-

sion tests, thus visualizing varying grain size: (A) SA-1 exhibited a

grain size of 200–500 lm and only few randomly distributed pits; (B)
SA-2 had a grain size range of 0.3–1 mm and exhibited pits locally;

(C) SA-3 had a coarse grain size of 0.5–1.5 mm and exhibited a

homogeneous distribution of areas with severe pitting (arrow).
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mean grain size (p = 0.11) with 5.6 lm (SD 0.9; 95% CI,

4.1–7.1), 4.1 lm (SD 1.5; 95% CI, 1.6–6.5), 4.2 lm (SD

1.2; 95% CI, 2.8–5.7), and 4.9 lm (SD 1; 95% CI, 0–13.8)

for HA-1, HA-2, HA-3, and SA-4, respectively (Fig. 9A–

D). There were also varying hard phase types and volume

fractions. Some alloys had chromium carbides in a size

range of 1–3 lm along with finer (\1 lm) Mo- and Si-rich

hard phases with varying volume fractions of \ 1%–5%

(Fig. 9A; Appendix 1), and others had no hard phases

(Fig. 9B), but had more prominent crystallographic fea-

tures such as twin boundaries or slip bands. Especially HA-

3 samples exhibited a high concentration of slip bands with

more distinct reliefs within individual grains after etching

compared with other alloys (Fig. 9C). Other samples

exhibited only a fine dispersion of Mo-rich hard phases

without the presence of carbides or no hard phases at all

(Fig. 9D; Appendix 1). For statistical comparison, alloys

were distinguished between Type 1 wrought alloy with\
1% hard phases (Fig. 9E) and Type 2 wrought alloy with

1%–5% hard phase volume fraction (Fig. 9F). Based on the

appearance of the alloy microstructure, it is likely that

Type 1 was a low carbon alloy, and Type 2 was a high

carbon alloy [3, 33]; however, this was not verified because

the carbon content could not be quantified. After PDP tests,

fine pitting could be observed for all alloys (Fig. 10).

Those with hard phases exhibited phase boundary corro-

sion and pits formed after hard phase detachment, which

was most notable for HA-1 samples (Fig. 10A). Unlike the

head alloys, SA-4 exhibited pitting corrosion with a larger

pit size (Fig. 10D). This alloy also appeared to have a low

mean Ecorr (�0.761 V, SD 0.001; 95% CI, �0.77 to -0.753)

(Fig. 11A) and high mean Icorr (1.57 9 10�4 mA/cm2, SD

3.39 9 10�5; 95% CI, 1.33 9 10�4 to 4.62 9 10�4)

(Fig. 11B); however, the values could not be compared

statistically with the head alloys as a result of the low

number of available samples (N = 2). The head alloys had

comparable values for Ecorr and Icorr with �0.755 V (SD

0.006; 95% CI, �0.765 to �0.745), �0.757 V (SD 0.003;

95% CI, �0.762 to �0.753), and �0.756 V (SD 0.008;

bFig. 5A–H SEM of damage features on cast alloy samples: (A, B)
SA-1; (C–F) SA-2; and (G–H) SA-3. (A, B) SEM images of damage

features of cast alloy SA-1 samples. SA-1 did not have hard phases.

(A) Imaging with BSE mode revealed chromium oxide films on the

surface along with grain boundary corrosion. Oxide films are visible

because elements with low atomic numbers appear darker in BSE

images. The actual alloy surface is the brightest area in the figure.

Different shades of gray mark areas with oxide films that are thicker

([ 0.5 lm) than the usual passive film (\ 10 nm). Darker areas

indicate thicker oxide films. (B) SA-1 sample with corrosion along the

grain boundaries (GB) and a few random pits. (C) SA-2 sample

showing pitting corrosion along grain boundaries in the presence of

very fine hard phases (arrows). (D) BSE image of mixed hard phase

along the grain boundary of a SA-2 sample: white phase (high atomic

number) was rich in Mo and Si, gray phase exhibited mainly Co and

Cr, and dark phases appeared to be carbides based on carbon content

(low atomic number). (E) SA-2 sample showing small elongated and

round pits that resulted from phase boundary corrosion and subse-

quent hard phase detachment. (F) SA-2 sample showing large shallow

pit along a grain boundary that resulted from phase boundary

corrosion and hard phase detachment. (G) SA-3 samples showing

severe pitting around coarse hard phases. (H) SA-3 samples often

exhibited fine hard phase clusters around coarse hard phases within

grains that were associated with severe pitting. Fine hard phases

appear bright using the BSE mode (arrow).

Table 4. Mean values, SD, and 95% confidence interval (CI) for the corrosion potential (Ecorr), corrosion current density (Icorr), and pitting

potential (Epit) for all components*

Sample

number

Ecorr (V versus SCE) Icorr (mA/cm2) Epit (V versus SCE) Alloy

category

Mean SD 95% CI Mean SD 95% CI Mean SD 95% CI

SA-1 �0.751 0.005 �0.759 to �0.742 7.46 9

10�4
1.37 9

10�4
5.28 9 10�4 to 9.64 9

10�4
0.505 0.035 0.450–0.561 Cast

SA-2 �0.755 0.004 �0.762 to �0.748 3.56 9

10�4
2.73 9

10�4
0�7.90 9 10�4 0.469 0.027 0.425–0.512 Cast

SA-3 �0.755 0.005 �0.763 to �0.748 6.24 9

10�4
4.69 9

10�4
0�1.37 9 10�3 0.486 0.080 0.359–0.613 Cast

SA-4 �0.761 0.001 �0.770 to �0.753 1.57 9

10�4
3.39 9

10�5
1.33 9 10�4 to 4.62 9

10�4
0.636 0.000 0.632–0.640 Wrought

HA-1 �0.755 0.006 �0.765 to �0.745 9.72 9

10�5
3.14 9

10�5
4.72 9 10�5 to 1.47 9

10�4
0.615 0.046 0.543–0.688 Wrought

HA-2 �0.757 0.003 �0.762 to �0.753 1.06 9

10�4
2.95 9

10�5
5.89 9 10�5 to 1.53 9

10�4
0.681 0.032 0.629–0.732 Wrought

HA-3 �0.756 0.008 �0.766 to �0.747 1.04 9

10�4
3.07 9

10�5
6.59 9 10�5 to 1.42 9

10�4
0.480 0.024 0.450–0.510 Wrought

* Ecorr and Epit are relative to the reference electrode (saturated calomel electrode [SCE]).
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95% CI, �0.766 to �0.747) and 9.72 9 10�5 mA/cm2 (SD

3.14 9 10�5; 95% CI, 4.72 9 10�5 to 1.47 9 10�4), 1.06 9

10�4 mA/cm2 (SD 2.95 9 10�5; 95% CI, 5.89 9 10�5 to

1.53 9 10�4), and 1.04 9 10�4 mA/cm2 (SD 3.07 9 10�5;

95% CI, 6.59 9 10�5 to 1.42 9 10�4) for HA-1, HA-2, and

HA-3, respectively. There was no difference in Ecorr and

Icorr among all head alloys (p = 0.66, p = 0.19, respec-

tively). The mean Epit was 0.615 V (SD 0.046; 95% CI,

0.543–0.688), 0.681 V (SD 0.032; 95% CI, 0.629–0.732),

and 0.480 V (SD 0.024; 95% CI, 0.45–0.51). HA-3 had a

lower Epit than HA-1 (p = 0.005) and HA-2 (p\ 0.001)

(Fig. 11C). By separating alloys with respect to hard phase

Fig. 7A–D Comparison of PDP metrics between cast alloy types

without (Type 1) or with (Type 2) hard phases. (A) There was no

difference in corrosion potential (Ecorr) or (B) the corrosion current

density (Icorr). (C) Cast alloys without hard phases (Type 1) had a

more favorable Epit. (D) Specifically, a difference was found between

Type 1 alloy and subtypes 2b and 2c, but not 2a. The latter exhibited

only few randomly distributed hard phases, whereas Type 2b

exhibited numerous coarse and fine hard phases along grain

boundaries, and Type 2c had coarse and fine hard phases within the

grains. All error bars represent SD.

Fig. 6A–C Comparison of PDP metrics between different cast alloys. (A) Ecorr, (B) Icorr, and (C) Epit exhibited no difference but showed broad

variability in some cases. All error bars represent SD.
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content, we observed the following values for Type 1 and

Type 2, respectively: the Ecorr was �0.761 V (SD 0.004;

95% CI, �0.766 to �0.757) and �0.756 (SD 0.005; 95%

CI, �0.759 to �0.752), the Icorr was 1.28 9 10�4 mA/cm2

(SD 1.31 9 10�5; 95% CI, 1.12 9 10�4 to 1.44 9 10�4)

and 1.05 9 10�4 mA/cm2 (SD 3.72 9 10�5; 95% CI, 7.62

9 10�5 to 1.33 9 10�4), and the Epit was 0.592 V (SD

0.118; 95% CI, 0.445–0.739) and 0.604 V (SD 0.069; 95%

CI, 0.551–0.657). Ecorr was slightly higher (p = 0.046) for

Type 2 compared with Type 1 alloy (Fig. 12A), whereas

Icorr (Fig. 12B) and Epit were similar (p = 0.2, p = 0.82,

respectively). There was no difference in taper score (p =

0.76, Mann-Whitney U) between head tapers with Type 1

(median, 4.0; range, 1–4) or Type 2 (median, 4.0; range, 1–

4) wrought alloy microstructure. As a result of the obser-

vation of the banded structure in the longitudinal direction,

one sample out of each head alloy group (HA-1-1, HA-2-1,

HA-3-1) was chosen to conduct PDP tests on transverse-

oriented surfaces in addition to the longitudinal-oriented

sample surfaces. The transverse-oriented samples had a

mean Ecorr of �0.731 V (SD 0.009; 95% CI, �0.752 to

�0.709), Icorr of 5.2 9 10�5 (SD 2.6 9 10�5; 95% CI, 0–

1.16 9 10�4), and Epit of 0.49 V (SD 0.14; 95% CI, 0.145–

0.834). The longitudinal-oriented samples had a median

Ecorr of �0.755 V (SD 0.003; 95% CI, �0762 to �0.748),

Icorr of 1.14 9 10�5 (SD 1.47 9 10�5; 95% CI, 7.69 9 10�5

to 1.5 9 10�4), and Epit of 0.659 V (SD 0.064; 95% CI,

0.5–0.82). The results showed that transverse-oriented

sample surfaces had better corrosion behavior with respect

to Ecorr (p = 0.008) and Icorr (p = 0.023) than longitudinal-

oriented surfaces (Fig. 12C–D), but there was no difference

in Epit (p = 0.127). The marked difference in Ecorr and Icorr

was independent of the manufacturer and hard phase

content.

Discussion

Corrosion processes within modular taper junctions and

subsequent ALTRs are a known cause of premature THA

failure. It is important to eliminate or at least reduce the

generation of corrosion products to prevent such implant

failure. The cause of in vivo corrosion of metallic

implants is multifactorial [1, 31]. It was the purpose of

this study to identify differences in the corrosion behavior

among different CoCrMo implant alloys and to determine

how those differences may relate to the alloy

microstructure. We made observations that support that a

cast alloy microstructure is variable between manufac-

turers and dictates specific corrosion modes. Our results

revealed not only fundamental differences in alloy

microstructure among manufacturers or their suppliers,

but also within single implant designs from the same

manufacturer. Overall the cast alloy corrosion behavior

appears to be linked to the presence of intermetallic hard

phases and local inhomogeneity of the alloy’s chemical

composition. Furthermore, we found that microstructure

of wrought alloys was more consistent between manu-

facturers or their suppliers with respect to grain size;

however, it appeared that hard phases gave rise to phase

boundary corrosion and subsequent local crevice corro-

sion. Most notable, we found that alloy segregations

within wrought alloys had a strong negative impact on the

corrosion behavior.

Fig. 8A–C Light micrographs showing typical examples of wrought

alloy microstructure in (A) a longitudinal-oriented surface of a sample

with banding, (B) a transverse-oriented surface of the same sample,

and (C) a longitudinal-oriented surface of a sample, which did not

show banding. (A) A banded structure running from the proximal to

distal direction of the head is clearly exhibited. (B) In the transverse

orientation, dendritic structures remain that were not removed during

thermomechanical processing of the wrought alloy. Here, the residual

dendritic structures are characterized by dark lines forming a distorted

lattice structure (arrows). (C) No banding occurred in this alloy.
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This study had several limitations. First, the total number of

implants tested was not sufficient to determine consistent

differences among manufacturers, especially considering the

variation within each implant design. It also needs to be stated

that it was unknown to the authors if somemanufacturers had

the same suppliers at different points in time. It is also possible

that differences within a single design were the result of

changes in the manufacturing process or location.

Fig. 9A–F Typical microstructure for all wrought alloys visualized

through chemical etching: (A) HA-1: chromium carbides (arrows) and

Mo-rich hard phases (arrow heads) are typically embedded within the

matrix; (B) HA-2: typical grain structure with numerous twin

boundaries (arrow); (C) HA-3: typical grain structure but with a

high concentration of slip band reliefs (eg, as marked by arrow; (D)

SA-4: fine grain size with fine Mo- and Si-rich hard phases embedded

within the matrix (arrows) and some local pits presumably caused by

hard phases detachment; (E) typical hard phase fraction (stained

black) for Type 1 (\ 1% hard phases) and (F) Type 2 (1%-5% hard

phases) wrought alloy.
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Another limitation lies in the use of cyclic PDP tests.

PDP is an appropriate tool for the characterization of the

electrochemical behavior of implant alloys; however, it

does not simulate the in vivo processes of MACC. The test

forces a potential loop on the sample that drives the surface

from a cathodic potential through the passive regime, well

into the transpassive regime and back within a few hours.

This test cannot be directly compared with processes

occurring over several years in vivo, yet the experiment

enables us to compare basic electrochemical properties

(Table 3) between alloys and furthermore exposes prefer-

ential sites of corrosive attacks—such as phase

Fig. 10A–D SEM images of typically occurring damage features on

wrought alloy surfaces after corrosion tests: (A) HA-1: numerous

oddly shaped pits can be observed, which resulted from hard phase

(predominantly carbide) detachment. Hard phases are still visible in

some areas (arrows). (B) HA-2: random pits along with fine pits

resulting from hard phase detachment and local phase boundary

corrosion (arrow). (C) HA-3: very fine pits (arrows) and slight etching
can be observed along with oxide films (gray areas) using the BSE

mode. (D) SA-4: large round pits covering the entire surface in the

presence of fine Mo- and Si-rich hard phases (arrows).

Fig. 11A–C The Ecorr (A) and Icorr (B) were similar between all wrought alloys, but the Epit (C) was markedly lower for HA-3 alloy. All error

bars represent SD.
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boundaries—within the alloy microstructure and therefore

was useful for the purpose of this study. However, it would

be desirable to establish a testing protocol that mimics

in vivo processes more closely. Lastly, it needs to be

acknowledged that the characterization of implant alloy

microstructural features was limited to the capabilities of

the SEM and EDS system available for this study. Other

tools such as high current field emission SEM, transmission

electron microscopy, and electron diffraction pattern

analysis would be useful to determine other microstructural

features of a size below 500 nm. For example, it is possible

that fine precipitates, hard phases, or impurities within the

nanometer size range are present in the alloy that may help

to further understand the observed corrosion behavior of

the investigated alloys. Also, we were not able to determine

the exact carbon content within each alloy with the avail-

able tools. In the case of wrought alloy, it is likely that

Type 1 alloys had a low carbon content and Type 2 a high

carbon content based on the presence of carbides [3, 33],

but no definitive assessment could be made.

All cast alloy samples exhibited intergranular corrosion,

but considerable pitting corrosion and phase boundary

corrosion were only present in alloys with a considerable

number of coarse hard phases or clusters of fine hard

phases. Although intergranular corrosion has also been

reported for wrought alloys in vitro [39], it appears to occur

in vivo most frequently on cast alloy components (Fig. 1B)

[15, 20]. It is not surprising that all three cast stem alloys

(SA-1, SA-2, and SA-3) exhibited grain boundary corro-

sion, because grain boundaries are a common site of alloy

inhomogeneity (eg, hard phase precipitation, accumulation

of impurities) [39, 47]. There was good agreement among

the electrochemical characterization, implant alloy

microstructure, and the observed damage features. Pitting

corrosion occurred primarily in areas around large hard

phases and especially in areas with clusters of fine Mo- and

Si-rich phases. It was not in the scope of this study to

determine the hard phase structure. However, based on

EDS measurements and SEM imaging with the BSE mode,

comparisons can be drawn to previous work [42, 46]. Most

hard phases were not carbides, but appeared to be some

Fig. 12A–D Comparison of PDP metrics between wrought alloy

with and without hard phases demonstrated slightly favorable Ecorr

(A), but similar Icorr (B) for samples with hard phases. With respect to

sample surface orientation, transverse surfaces exhibited a more

favorable Ecorr (C) and Icorr (D) than longitudinal-oriented surfaces.

All error bars represent SD.
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type of intermetallic phase (eg, r phase [24, 44]) as evi-

denced by the comparably low carbon peak and the

presence of silicon [46]. It has been previously shown that

such phases are likely to be intermetallic [24, 42, 46].

Intermetallic phases could be associated with a local

imbalance of the chemical composition of the alloy

[37, 42], which would align with the higher affinity to

pitting corrosion observed in the SEM and the lower Epit of

those samples. The presence of coarse hard phases within

the grain offers additional preferential corrosion sites

leading to phase boundary corrosion. Both pitting and

phase boundary corrosion are corrosion modes that can be

observed on retrieved femoral stem tapers (Fig. 1A)

[14, 19, 20]. The results of this study demonstrate that there

were distinct differences regarding grain size and hard

phase characteristics (size, type, volume fraction) among

manufacturers, but also within each manufacturer. How-

ever, differences in the corrosion and pitting potential, Ecorr

and Epit, were independent of the grain size and hard phase

type and location and instead appeared to be driven by the

total number of hard phases. Considering that most hard

phases are intermetallic in nature, it is more likely that the

corrosion behavior is only indirectly dependent on the

presence of hard phases and that the enhanced pitting is

instead a response to the inhomogeneous CoCrMo matrix

surrounding those hard phases. However, further studies

are needed to quantify the local alloy composition.

The wrought alloys appeared overall more similar

among manufacturers than the cast alloys, but their cor-

rosion behavior also appeared to be strongly dependent on

microstructural features. A notable outlier was HA-3,

which appeared to have a consistently higher lattice defect

density throughout the bulk material as indicated by a

prominent occurrence of slip bands. Such areas are more

receptive to corrosion as a result of higher surface energy,

which is reflected in the lower Epit. The occurrence of such

features is likely related to the thermomechanical treatment

of the alloy. Different thermomechanical treatment

parameters could reduce such residual features, but

potentially also reduce the strength of the alloy. The

dependency of Epit on the hard phase content—as observed

for the cast alloys—did not apply to the wrought alloys.

This may be explained by the comparably higher homo-

geneity of the matrix and more uniform hard phase

distribution, yet the observed damage features of the alloy

samples with hard phases—likely to be high carbon

alloy—exhibited oddly shaped pits, which were the result

of phase boundary corrosion and subsequent hard phase

detachment. Wrought alloys with a considerable hard phase

volume fraction of[1% exhibited severe damage features

such as hard phase detachment followed by local crevice

and grain boundary corrosion. Such a cascade of events can

lead to excessive material loss within the modular junction

as can be observed on the taper surface of HA-1-4, which

was implanted for 9 years (Fig. 13). It is evident when

comparing in vivo damage (Fig. 13) with the in vitro

damage (Fig. 10A) of the same alloy that the initial phase

boundary corrosion eventually led to complete grain dis-

solution. It needs to be discussed if hard phases—carbidic

or intermetallic—are needed within the alloy. Historically,

carbides were introduced to increase the hardness and wear

resistance of the bearing surface in metal-on-metal THAs

with mixed results [6, 9, 23, 49]. Their rationale for use in

heads coupled with polyethylene cups or in femoral stems

is unclear. Although the wrought alloy is more homoge-

neous than cast alloy, it is an important finding that almost

all wrought alloy samples analyzed in this study exhibited a

banded structure in the longitudinal direction. This finding

is important because (1) alloys from all manufacturers were

affected; (2) the head taper surface aligns with a deviation

of only 2.838 from the longitudinally oriented banded

microstructure; and (3) both the Ecorr and the Icorr are

unfavorable in this orientation. We have recently shown by

EDS mapping that the banded microstructure was linked to

areas of local molybdenum depletion [18]. This finding

aligns well with the observed inferior corrosion behavior of

surfaces with a banded microstructure, because molybde-

num is known to enhance the stability of the alloy’s

protective passive film and thus the alloy’s resistance to

corrosion [12]. Furthermore, the banded structure appears

to have the same orientation and geometry as the column-

like damage pattern that has been observed in 35% of

severely damaged femoral head retrievals [20]. Column-

like damage was not observed in the two HA-1 alloys with

a homogeneous microstructure in both longitudinal and

transverse orientations (Table 2). Thus, it is likely that the

mechanism behind the column-like damage feature is an

etching process that exposed the banded microstructure and

occurred repeatedly over time in vivo. The occurrence of

the banded structure is indicative of the remains of former,

slight segregations that were not fully removed during the

thermomechanical treatment of the bar stock material.

Interestingly, all three manufacturers of the head alloys

were affected. It is also possible that the wrought stem

alloy also exhibits a banded structure; however, the ori-

entation of the stem taper axis in relation to the bar stock

material is unknown.

It is important to note that there was no relationship

between the Goldberg score and the alloy microstructure,

yet the microstructure had clear implications on the cor-

rosion modes. Therefore, it seems likely that specific

microstructural characteristics can make a cast or wrought

CoCrMo alloy only more or less prone to some corrosion

modes. There still must be other contributing factors such

as micromotion, taper angular mismatch, surface topogra-

phy, assembly load, and synovial fluid composition that
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initially enable the process of MACC [25, 31, 41, 43]. For

example, fretting and imprinting processes may lead to

widening of the crevices allowing joint fluid to enter and

potentially change the chemical environment. The exact

pathways leading to the harsh electrochemical environment

that enables the observed corrosion modes are yet unclear.

High potentials (as applied during PDP) and low pH (as

applied during laboratory etching) seem unlikely to occur

in vivo, yet these appear to be the only processes that

would explain the close resemblance of our laboratory and

retrieval findings. Another possible explanation may be

related to the release of highly reactive oxygen species

released during cellular activity in the joint environment

[16]. Further investigations are warranted to determine how

such potentially inflammatory processes could generate the

environmental conditions needed to cause the observed

damage on CoCrMo alloy surfaces within modular taper

junctions. However, based on our results, it appears that

certain microstructural features can make the alloy more or

less vulnerable to corrosion under those chemical

conditions.

In conclusion, we found considerable variability in alloy

microstructure of cast and wrought CoCrMo alloys, all of

which conform to ASTM standards. Microstructural fea-

tures such as hard phase type and location, residual alloy

segregation, and lattice defect accumulation appear to

dictate corrosion modes such as etching, phase boundary

corrosion, pitting corrosion, and column damage that have

been frequently observed on retrievals by our laboratory

and others [14, 19, 20]. The occurrence of such corrosion

modes can be expected to have a meaningful impact on the

emission of metal ions and other corrosion products,

potentially increasing the risk of ALTRs. However, our

findings suggest that an alloy with a minimum number of

hard phases and a homogeneous CoCrMo matrix may

reduce susceptibility to corrosion and metal ion release,

which could be clinically beneficial.
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